Perhaps

13132 Davenport Street
Omaha, NE 68154
(402) 333-5508

The most memorable
time of your life
will be at

choose The

Best!

Best Photography Session

Master’s Finish

We give careful attention to everything that makes you and your
family’s relationship special. Our photographers create the most
popular style of photography that you and your family will love.
Additional groupings and clothing changes are welcome. Please
call for a pre-portrait consultation so that we may assist you to
make the best portraits possible.
All this for just $59
On-location session $150

The Best Portrait Ever
Now you have the Best possible portrait at Billings Photography.
Replace a face or combine images, please ask for details.

Best of The Great Outdoors
Our very own Mini Park, right on the studio grounds, is perfect
for the natural outdoor look. We’ve designed the unique settings
with convenience and privacy you expect. Other locations are also
available for an additional fee.

Best Guarantee
Billings Photography offers a highly respected satisfaction
guarantee for quality and service. If you are dissatisfied with
quality or service, our representatives will correct the situation.
No questions asked!

For those who enjoy the dimension of a master’s oil
painting we offer our finest portrait. With only few
limitations, enhancements that were only imagined
are now available. Finally your portrait is
carefully bonded to artist canvas. The masterpiece
is an investment you will enjoy for a lifetime. *

Preferred Finish
Enhancements make this our most popular finish.
Our digital artists uncover incredible detail far
beyond conventional film capabilities. We also
apply flattering, natural-looking enhancements to
facial features and when requested, teeth can be
whitened; sunburns, stray hair and 5 o’clock
shadow removed and no additional cost. *

Classic Finish
At no additional charge, all of our classic portraits
are produced using techniques that soften facial
lines and remove blemishes. Our production artist
guarantee superb color with protective luster
applied with individual attention and care. *
*Note: Because they are permanent, you must request
any moles and scars that are to be removed.

The Best Show Ever
You will enjoy previewing your images electronically with the
ability to see detail of eyes and expression. Our professionals will
assist you in selecting appropriate sizes and placing your order.
What a great convenience!
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Size
8 billfolds
4x5
4x6
5x7
8x10
11x14
16x20
20x24
24x30
30x40

Classic
$ 22
$ 36
$ 36
$ 46
$ 67
$119
$209
$335
$469
$695

Preferred
------$ 56
$ 87
$149
$249
$385
$579
$809

Masters
--------$163
$223
$379
$499
$699
$919

